ABSTRACT-Consider a system with several input parameters; each 2. THREE INHERENT DIFFICULTIES input is a stochastic variable. The joint probability of all system outputs simultaneously meeting their specifications is found by a hitherto unpublished
INTRODUCTION
dependence. This means that the joint pdff = f , ... ,q?n) is probably not a product of n pdf`s,Ji(Di). This is an exasperIn this paper a new and simple method is presented ating fact of life as the designer in general has information called "Multidimensional Convolution with Quantization" only about the fi((Di).
(MDCQ) by which the following well-known problem can (2) The yj are usually nonlinear functions of the Di.
be solved [1] . Consider a system or circuit with specified (3) The true values of the yj are (almost always) statistitopology, where each of the input parameters has a nominal cally dependent for the following two reasons. (a) They are value and a true value, and where the pdf of the true value all functions (though different functions) of the same set of of each of the n input parameters is known. The system is (i . (b) Each yj reflects to what degree that particular system said to meet the output specifications when and only when has a certain property; as these properties often are related the true value of each output parameter satisfies a specified (e.g. gain and bandwidth) one expects a statistical relationconstraint; the problem at hand may now be stated: with ship among the yj. what probability, X9, will the m system outputs simultaneously satisfy the m output constraints? The probability W is 3. TWO WAYS TO DETERMINE THE RELIABILITY the reliability of the system. If we are only concerned with When one attempts to find 9, there are essentially two the system at production time, the probability is called the different approaches. 1) estimate 4 directly; this is the road production yield. the computational work would be horrendous. The way to remove the bivariate pdff12 we have to regard (1 ,D2, 3) arrive at an expression for g with less work is to introduce as a new discrete variable (D23 which can take "5 x 5 x 5 some simplifying yet realistic assumptions. We will now in-125" different values, each of which must be treated sepatroduce two such assumptions. When both assumptions rately when we compute the m-variate g. When @123 must apply the MDCQ-method is applicable. In Section 5 we be used instead of just treating @l, D2 and (F3 separately will, by example, demonstrate how easily g and; I can be (as done when (3) and (5) 
The n-variate pdff((F,...,(D) is essentially the product here of the marginals, i.e., the n input variables are statis-w tically independent. E.g. for n = 4,f could have the decom-m) actual resonant frequency posed form of (5), which is the most desirable state of affairs; woo undamped resonant frequency if, however, f takes the form shown in (6) we can also live ; damping factor with that situation.
Though simple, the circuit gives us an opportunity to face f((Di I ... 5 4) = f1((D1) *f2((2)-f3( 3) fM4(N4) (5) up to the difficulties which are encountered with practical circuits and which are often ignored in the literature. We () )= f12((F1 ,q2) f3((F)3) f4((F4) (6) assume that the circuit has the following three features.
We would like to substitute the bivariate pdff12 ((b1 d(F) in (6) Equations (14) and (15) show that Assumption 1 is satisfied, being discrete, this quantization is solely to facilitate the since the change in z0 and z<: due to changes in the values of later illustration in Table 3 and is not be confused with the )L, (c' and 42R are additive. This puts us in the fortunate quantization of yi-values to be discussed in Section 6. We convolve the univariate pmf in Table 1 , with the biBi,min corresponds to 0, = 1m,in; Blimax corresponds to Fl = (D1 max variate pmf in Table 2 , and arrive at the 27 values of (zo,z;) in Table 3 ; with each value is associated a probability fo;
which clearly is the same as the probabilityfCLR of the cor-
Y2
responding set of input-parameters.
The Reliability
The nonasterisked points represent sets of input parameters which result in acceptable pairs ofoutput-parameters as defined by (16) and (17) Table 2 ).
(ii) arranging things so that this dandy logarithmic transformation insured the "essentially additive effect" needed trate bye1argumenthfunct of (D) on yj can be illustrated by a I-argument function hj J(Di), the resulting effect to satisfy Assumption 1. to satisfy Assumption 1. can be depicted as a path in output parameter space. If the Regarding (ii) we must admit that maybe it was too cute, but effect of, say, (D2 on yj depends on the true value of (D) our we could not resist the temptation to show by example what situation is more difticult; then the resulting effect is detera timely transformation can do for a designer. Regarding mined by a 2-argument function hi,23(0F2,03), the function (i) we are faced with a problem which can be alleviated by a is analogous to the one in (4). We will now discuss the case suitable quantization of each output variable; this matter with the 2-argument function in some detail. will now be discussed in detail. As before we assume that both 02 and ()3 each have a
We are concerned with the general case where Assump-maximum and a minimum. We now let the point ((P2 4)3) tions 1 and 2 are satisfied. Each of the n (i has a set of limits scan the allowed values while keeping all other input-variand a pdf. Now keep all input variables at their nominal ables at their nominal values, (Di = 1, i = 1,4,5,... ,n. While values except the first one. If we then let (f scan the range doing so we scan a 2-dimensional subspace in the m-dimenfrom Oi,min to 4>i,max each of the yj will trace a path in the sional output-parameter space. In the case m =2 the subrn-dimensional output parameter space. If we restrict our-space becomes the (y1,y2)-plane. The pdf function for the selves to the case m = 2 our situation is in Fig. 1 where the output variables (y1 ,y2) is found by mapping f23(D2 ,(F) continuous path illustrates the case with the continuous (Fr. onto output parameter space. In Fig. 2 
the varying closeness
If (Fi is discrete we will instead of a continuous path get of the grid illustrates the changing bivariate (y1 ,y2) pdf. The some discrete points. In the example there are 3 such points lines in the grid are so drawn that a (y1 ,y2)-value can be illustrating the three possible values of bc when ¢?L = found with 4% probability in either of the "5 x 5 = 25" =R 1. The three points are readily determined from regions. IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON RELIABILITY, AUGUST 1974 Our goal is to determine the bivariate for (vY1 Y2), g= called "Multi-dimensional Convolution with Quantization" Y0l 'Y2) If all n input variables are statistically independent by which we can solve the familiar problem [1] stated in and the effects of their variations upon y 1 and I2 are additive the Introduction: Find the distribution of output para-(i.e., Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied) we can determine g meters, given the distributions of the input parameters and by convolving the ii "line probability densities" all of which the system topology. look somewhat like the one in Fig. 1 . Clearly the computaThe probability that all output parameters are simultions will be horrendous! If the statistical or functional taneously within their specifications is the reliability of the relationship between two (or more) input variables must be system. taken into account their "line-densities" (like the one in Fig. To make the MDCQ-method work, two assumptions 1) are replaced by a multivariate pdf (like the one in Fig. 2) Next we somehow must move the probability mass from 41-45, Feb. 1972 . the "line density" and the bivariate pdf to the lattice points. The relocation is carried out so that some suitable error Mailing address: measure is minimized. (The smaller the A1-and A2-values Peter W. Becker are, the smaller the quantization error will be.)
Bjorn Jarkler When all the probabilities, as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2, Electronics Laboratory have been relocated at lattice points it is a simple matter to Technical University of Denmark perform the required number of 2-dimensional convolu-2800Lyngby, Denmark tions. The result of each convolution has the same format as the convolving functions: a number of discrete probabil-Peter W. Becker received his M.S. and dr. techn. degree in Electrical Enities associated with specified lattice points. After each gineering from the Technical University of Denmark. He is presently a convolution, the number of lattice points with non-zero member of the staff at the Electronics Laboratory of the Technical Univerprobability increases. sity of Denmark. 
